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1 Abstract

Player consideration in game design aspects has become a necessity to setup a
game environment in which players feel immersed and experience positive play
journey. Players are diverse and their different capabilities and skill sets re-
quire a game setting that accommodates their needs. A constructive process for
understanding players and their perceptions and capabilities ensures a positive
play experience. This research work discusses affordance theory and presents a
playtest methodology that helps game designers to have a thorough investiga-
tion of game design for the inclusion of players with disabiities. The designers
are able to have a significant understanding of what their design delivers to the
players by examining player perceptions, emotions and affordances.

2 Introduction

Respecting human diversity promote inclusion in all domains of human inter-
actions. Human factors are crucial to consider in design aspects to ensure a
positive and productive user experience. Affordance concept enables us to un-
derstand users; their needs, capabilities and perceptions. This research work dis-
cusses affordance theory and presents a methodology that allows game designers
to investigate game design according to user needs and capabilities especially
for game audience with unique skill sets.

The word affordance has been coined by J.J. Gibson and is defined as, all pos-
sible interactions between the individual and the environment [6]. Furthermore,
affordances might differ from one individual to the other as they depend on in-
dividual’s ability to recognize them. Affordance theory has also been explored
in the context of human computer interaction by Donald Norman. Norman
emphasizes on human-centered design and states, affordance are possible inter-
actions between people and environment. The affordances which are perceivable
can be a signifier on correct action mechanism. A signifier communicates, how
to use the design. Furthermore, it is necessary that people can perceive signifiers
[8].
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Affordance theory has provided base to understand actions and behaviours
in many spheres of human interactions. In the domain of gameplay, affordance
theory has been applied to investigate player experience and game design. In
this context, Brown et al. [4] has detailed a playtest methodology in which
analog games are explored by players without rule books. This methodology has
been applied to understand player affordances(both from Gibson and Normans’
points of view), focusing on the human factors such as gender [1] and age [2].
The playtest methodology enabled identifying player’s perception about game
object affordances and gave insight into which dimensions of game design has
supported or inhibited game mechanics understanding and consequently affected
the play experience.

We believe this playtest methodology provides significant understanding
about player experience for audience with unique skill sets. The following sec-
tions overview the methodology and highlight affordance terms that are neces-
sary to consider explicitly while analyzing playtest data for players with disabil-
ities.

3 Playtest

The playtest methodology has been adopted from Daviau’s anecdotal study in
which games were given to participants without rule books. The participants
had to figure out the rules of the game in a specified amount of time [5]. In the
beginning, players are given a questionnaire to inform about the game rules and
mechanics. After the playtest, players are asked questions( including objective,
reflective, interpretive and decisional questions) about their play experience [3].
The answers to the gameplay questionnaire and interview session facilitates
game designers to identify:

1. Does the game design support play mechanics according to players’ phys-
ical constraints and reveals interaction details that must be conveyed to
the player.

2. What are possible perceptions and interpretations of design usability.

Both points (1) and (2) are necessary to examine player perceptions and
affordances of game design, what is a positive play experience, what introduced
frustration in play experience, and are players’ perceived affordances similar to
real affordances(as intended by the game designer)? This is possible only if play-
ers are interacting with games without an explicit guidance or rule books. For
digital games testing, tutorials and guidelines are removed. Therefore, players
examine games as if they have first opened the box and trying to understand
what is in the box with a full freedom in their mind as there are no rules imposed.
Players explore the game environment and informs of Gibson’s affordances as
all possible actions as well as Norman’s affordances as, which actions were per-
ceivable leading to actual play mechanics. Hence, the game designer identify a
whole set of player interactions to decide further which aspects of design need
signifiers to accommodate player needs or inhibit unnecessary frustration. For
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players with specific needs, signifiers must be tested to ensure that they are per-
ceivable by the players. In settings where signifiers cannot fully support player
needs, modifiers can be introduced, such as modifying a design aspect according
to player needs.

4 Playtest Facilitating Game Designs For Play-
ers with Disabilities

With increasing areas of games applications as well as everyday increasing num-
ber of players, it has become challenging to accommodate design according to
player needs and consequently a thorough analysis of player’s affordances and
capabilities is required. Player affordances inform which actions are possible and
which interactions can support a positive play journey. Our adopted playtest
methodology is useful for identifying needs of players with special skill set.

As per the methodology, a designer is first initiating a playtest without rule
books. Therefore, the players are completely dependent upon their percep-
tions and affordances to understand the play mechanics. The players fill out
a questionnaire about game rules and mechanics. The designer conducts an
interview after the players have provided answers regarding their opinion about
game rules, mechanics and winning condition. The interview is a focused con-
versational process. The objective questions are asked to the player to have
an understanding of what players could know from the design. The reflective
questions focus on the play experience such as what emotions players had while
interacting with the design, what introduced frustration or difficulty in inter-
action etc. The interpretive questions helps designers to understand player’s
interpretation of game objects interactions and play mechanics. Consequently,
which decisions players took about gameplay mechanics based upon their inter-
pretation. The focused coversational based interview [3] as well as the answers
to the questionnaire about gameplay gives a concrete understanding of what
players could do and what was not possible through the current settings in
game design.

Furthermore, an addition in the playtest is breaking affordance into sub-
categories for analyzing design suitability for differently-skilled audience . Rex
Hartson defines categories as, Cognitive affordance, an affordance feature that
facilitates thinking or knowing of something, Physical affordance, enables phys-
ically doing something, Sensory affordance, enables sensing something , and
Functional affordance, aids in accomplishing work [7]. The questions for fo-
cused conversational model are designed covering all categories of affordances.
The whole playtest process and interview questions provide insight into the
following significant aspects of design investigation:

1. Player’s all interaction possibilities(Gibson’s affordances) to inhibit unde-
sired interactions or encourage desiarable actions.

2. Which aspects of design need signifiers or modifiers to accommodate player
needs and encouraging designer’s intended affordances(Norman’s affor-
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dances).
3. Player’s emotional experience throughout the gameplay which is a crucial

information for game designers to inhibit hurtful or undesired aspects from
design.

5 Conclusions

The motivation of this research work is to initiate a playtest methodology that
enables a human-centered design process for games. The playtest methodology
has the capacity to provide substantial details on player’s gameplay experience.
The game designers are informed of affinity of game design according to player
needs, preferences, constraints and expectations. The methodology has already
been applied to examine affects of gender and age on player perceptions and
gaming experience. The playtest process capacitates design investigation not
on but with players, and informing game designers of their audiences’ need to
encourage inclusion and promote player diversity.
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